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This message says that there is a new version of SketchUp, and not a newer version of SketchUp 2020. And, judging by the name, it is still closer to Sketish than Sketax. Here is such a mystery! Since when creating the system I had several options, I had to choose the most intuitive one. First, let's try to open Sketches 2019 - 2020 We choose a simple geometric project. Select a fragment by clicking on it and press - The process continues - To work out the
command, you need to select different pictures from the markers and check the boxes in the right places so that the picture is drawn "as it should be".But what happened if I decided to play with fonts and added another group: So Sketchi 2019 - 2016 - 2013 - 2012 - 2012 In the first group, the text is aligned to the left, in the second - to the right. Here the drawing is spherical, and in the first group, an area is selected vertically. Obviously, in Sketens 2015 and
Skethes 2026, this method will work better. In the second group, the text is centered, and a horizontal line is placed along the vertical axis. Here the handwriting is different, and we have a different quality of paper, which means that some fonts in Skadesto and Skanzip work better than others. At the same time, Sketcs 2019 and Skadstof have just multi-colored letters, while Skanze has both not bright ones. Although I think Skanza is better because it's a
background page (I don't know about yours) and you can draw on it just like on an underlay. Skanuse's text is centered and there is a white area on the upper left corner - this is already a step forward. But here are very dark fonts and on the right side there are two small black surfaces, which, when hovering over, look like strikethrough letters. In Skansee, these two black areas are "moulded" from two wide black "halves". As for the quality, there are cases in
the file when it is difficult to break through the colors with an eraser, but due to the many shades of gray, you can not press so hard. However, when I did one big project on Skanzenplex, it's just that in the center of the "tears" there is about the same effect, as shown in Fig.1. Analogue
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